WasteLocate
Tyre outlet optional QR2id Location Plates

WasteLocate is a new online system developed by Amtac for the NSW
Environment Protection Authority (EPA) to monitor the transport and
management of waste tyres and asbestos within NSW.
Tyre waste generators, transporters and receiving facilities must use WasteLocate to report the
transport of waste tyres exceeding 20 tyres or 200kg to the EPA. WasteLocate uses QR2id codes, which
are two dimensional barcodes similar to those used on advertising brochures and product packaging.
These can be scanned with a smart phone or tablet computer running a QR Reader App.
These QR2id codes appear on plates installed at waste and recycling facilities so transporters can
report the delivery of these wastes to the EPA by scanning the plate on arrival. QR2id plates are also
available for tyre outlets, to facilitate after hours collections and setting up ongoing consignments.
Transporters will be able to select the consignments you have assigned to them by simply scanning
the QR2id plate on collection. Creating a consignment and assigning it to a transporter using
WasteLocate is a legal requirement, but acquiring a plate for your store or outlet for enhanced
efficiency is optional.
If you have a tyre store or outlet in NSW that generates waste tyres you must:
1. register as a waste tyre consignor at WasteLocate.com/register
2. add any additional locations or tyre outlets you operate, using the same ABN

Optional:
3. order QR2id plates at WasteLocate.com/order-plates for enhanced efficiency.
Assistance is available if you have multiple outlets requiring registration by calling Amtac
on 1800 420 380.

Ordering QR2id plates: 
QR2id Plate Only • $45 +GST
1.2mm exterior grade anodised aluminium, CO2 laser-marked , unique QR2id Code, six fixing points
 QR2id Plate on Heavy Duty Base • $150 +GST
Heavy duty machined aluminium base, graffiti-resistant powder coat finish, concealed
mounting, security Torx screws
 Pole Mount Bracket Only • $60 +GST
Powder coat finish, attaches to heavy duty base, suits 60mm OD galvanized pole, simple installation
Prices exclude freight and handling, which is calculated on the basis of quantities and total weight.
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